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ON THE QUESTION 
OF POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION 
OF ANDERSON LOCALIZATION 
OF THE NEUTRON 



1: , Int_roduction:, 

The phenomenon-of the localizatio~ of quantum 'states in random 
media:was first diss~ibed year,s ago,by Anderson i~ hi~ fam()tis, 
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. paper [1}. . He . considered ·the. quantum, mechanical diffusion of ·. 
>electrons in diso~d~red solid arid fou~d that ~lectron diffusion is .. ) 
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absent iri c~rtain_ rand,oni lattices.· T,his ~iscovery has its ~idest .. : ·J 
and most striking experimental·manifestation~ in the tmnsport ' ·;j 
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'p. ropertie···s o·. f. elect_r···pff•in.· ~onde .. ri.se~. m.•c·.'att .. er S;YS.te. ms [2):·. ·I~_w. ~s , ·j. 
re,cogmzed that a. number· of phenomena• may. be understood m . , ·1 

.. tenn. Tl:fd·t···:· :·.·.;::;,i::~;:a:s:e.iit:~:.:.::~i!~.:'.i~.t.i.0 :i·t· n·t. a~::~; a }1J 
random ".'edmm 1.8 cohere.nt mulltpl~ s~allcrmg and qu~nt11m m- ·I 
~erfere~ce. !herefore:' the locahzat1on effe:t ~hould also be ()f · . ~ '.! 
·importance 1n 9ther-wave phenomena; This was demonstrated • 
theoretically (3) by considering:dassicaf ~ave eq~ations and then 
it \va~ ~oted· by s~v~r~l authors: [4,' 5,. · 6, · 7)- that l?talization . 
should occur for classical waves of. different natures ( electromag- · 
·netic, a~usfic) propag~tirig ina•diso;dered,rnediµm. lJp to now . 
only the precurnive effec~s of locaJizati~n,-in the form o,Lthe :~ll-', · 
hanced backscc1ttering ofvisible.1ight by aqueous s~spen'sforis of• 
poly~tyr~ne sph~res have b~enobs~rved [8, 9).: This regime .oL . 

,·, ,._ 

. weak localization :'is the best one understood theoretically be< 
cause perturbation. techniqiies. are appli~able; In experiments on 

: the· propagation 'of ~isible [10,, n) and micrqwa~e rang;,elycr9;:-.
_• 'magneti~ radiatJori:-(12~ 13) th~ _evidence of nonclassical diffusion 

was-found. , . 

. ·• During thelast c:lecade th~ theoretic~l·and expe·rim~rital situ-
8:.tion regardi!l-g the localizatioti of classical ~aves {light, sound) 
was · extensiv~ly discussed, but . no . final prediction . was_· made . ) 

, ·• . for, th~ probl~rn of wa~~' transport in the localizati~O: regime. 
· The c~~plete theory of localization is stilUacking. · It· has been 
. solved for the one,-dimensional. c~se ~n.,_:_ ,:;: i Scant •i~r~~rP.SS. has 
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been achieved in two-dimensional localization theory. For. three
dimensional case, the situation is still undetermined. For exam
ple no definite way has been proposed to calculate the density 
of states or the value of the localization length for an arbitrary 
disordered medium. 

Traditionally, during wave propagation in disordered media, 
scattering takes place in scales much longer than the wavelength. 
In this classical diffusion limit, in which kl ~ l, where k is the 
wave vector and l is the elastic mean-free path, the phases of scat
tered waves are uncorrelated and propagation may be described 
in terms of diffusion of the particle density. The diffusion coeffi
cient in this case is D = vl/3(1- < cos0 >),where l/(1 - cos0) 
is the transport free path length. Lo.calization of waves may 
occur when the scale of coherent multiple scattering is reduced 
to the wavelength: kl ~ 1. In this case (the strong scattering 
regime) extended correlations in scattered waves lead to distruc
tive interference, which reduces the average transport rate, and 
the diffusion coefficient is determined by the scale ( l - le) instead 
of l, where according [14) le '.::='. k-1

• When l reaches a critical 
value le, the waves are localized in the sense of Anderson [1] that 
D(L)-+ 0 as L-+ oo, where Lis the sample size. Experimental 
evidence of localization manifests itself in the special character 
of the transmission T of an inhomogenious layer of thickness 
W in the presence of incipient localization, which changes from 
T = l/W, (classical diffusion) to (l/W) 2 (critical regime), and 
then to (le - l)2 /W2 

• exp(-W/L1oe)· 

2 Proposed method 

B.Meshcherov [15] proposed experiments for transmitting neu
trons through inhomogenious media for the purpose of demon
strating the localization phenomenon for neutrons. The neutron 
energy convenient for observing the localization is in the· ultra-
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cold range (E ~ 10-7 
- 10-6 eV), for which the refraction index 

n = (l - k5/k2)1
/

2 maximally differs from unity and scattering 
from inhomogeneities of the media is the strongest. The local
ization state is not reached in this type of experiments as the 
wave is almost totally reflected from the region of localization 
and penetrates through the sample only due to the exponential 
tail of the localized wave function 'I/; ~ exp(-x/ L1oc), 

Transmission experiments may be extremely difficult to per
form and may be not decisive, especially in case when the lo
calization length is not very great. For example, if L1oc ~ 
(10

2 
- 10

3
)k-1 ~ (1 - lO)µmk, at a sample thickness of only 

(10 - lO0)µmk, the transmitted intensity will be e-10 of the pri
mary beam flux. An additional serious problem is to have a very 
thin homogenous (without holes) sample. On the other hand, 
for very large localization lengths, of the order (105 - 106)k-1 '.:::::'. 

(0.1 - l)cm, the exponential dependence of the transmission on 
the sample thickness may be determined by inelastic UCN losses. 

In this article we would like to propose another type of exper
iment, where it may be possible to form the localized state of a 
neutron directly. This may be achieved through inelastic down
scattering of the beam of slow neutrons in disordered media. Ac
cording to the sense of localization of the particle, its probability 
density exponentially decays outside a certain "region of local
ization". Localized particles have exponentially small chances of 
runnning away from a random system. Any particle outside the 
localized energy band has an exponentially small probability of 
getting inside a random system. Neutrons localized in this )Vay 
may be captured or inelastically upscattered to the thermal ( or 
cold) energy range with a time constant dependent on the corre
sponding cross sections: T = o::::i ni. ai. V )-1 ' where nj is the mean 
number per cm3 of atoms with the cross section ai, v is the neu
tron velocity, and a = ainel + aa is the sum of upscattering and 
nuclear capture cross sections. The most convenient substances 
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for realizing such experiments are strong coherent neutron scat
terers with low capture and upscattering cross sections ( at low 
temperatures). The calculated time constants are given in Table 
I for several substances with their effective Debye temperatures 
Tv [16] and corresponding sample temperatures T5 • In these cal
culations, the density of the diso.cdered medium was taken to be 
one tenth of the normal density, the temperatures of the sam
ples were chosen such that the upscattering cross section is ap
proximately equal to the capture cross section, the former being 
calculated in the incoherent one-phonon approximation [17] with 
experimental frequency spectrum [18] for beryllium ~nd graphite, 
and Debye frequency model for BeO and deuterium. For D20 
and CO2 , the "optimal" temperatures were not calculated in this 
work. It was assumed that the frequency spectrum and Debye 
temperatures do not change significantly in the disordered form. 
The sample temperatures may be taken only for orientation in 
view of mentioned approximations. 

Table I. UCN mean life times in some substances. 

Substance Be BeO C (graphite) D2 D20 CO2 
Tv(K) - 1200 - 114 
Ts(K) 98 130 72 5 
T(ms) 25 38 58 850 550 260 
TdiJJ(ms) 19 25 33 69 69 58 

After irradiation of the sample in a beam of slow neutrons, the 
beam is closed and the time dependence of the upscattered neu
trons intensity is measured with neutron counters located around 
the sample. In order to distinguish true localization from clas
sical diffusion, the sample must be performed in such a man
ner that diffusing neutrons are captured significantly sooner in 
the case of diffusion than in the presence of localization, when. 
the particle does not leave the microscopic site the size of the 
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localization length. Two possible sample arrangments are pos
sible: with one- and two-dimensional arrangements of the neu
tron absorbers inside the sample. In the first thin plain foils 
of proper absorping material are placed between thin layers of 
disordered media. In the second, the disordered media has a 
form of thin long cylinders inside the absorbing casings. The 
Fourier method calculations of the nonstationary diffusion of par
ticles, homogenously distributed over the volume, to the absorb
ing boundaries, give the following characteristic particle density 
decay time constants: r 1 = [v(l/la + 1r

2 ls/3d2)J-1 for the first 
case and r 2 = [v(l/la + 4a2ls/3d2)J-I for the second. Here v is 
the particle velocity, la is particle mean capture length, d is the 
thickness of the disordered layer in the first case and the cylinder 
diameter in the second one, and a = 2.405 is the first root of the 
Bessel function J0 • In the fourth row of Table I, the calculated 
UCN lifetimes are shown, accounting for neutron diffusion to 
the absorbing boundaries for one-dimensional case: v = lOm/ s, 
d = 0.05cm, ls= l0-5cm. 

The density of trapped (localized) neutrons may be estimated 
using the following expression for the rate P(EucN) of UCN pro
duction into the unit energy interval: 

P(EucN) = n j if!(E)u(T,E ~ EucN)dE · p(Etc'N), (1) 

where if!(E) is the primary neutron flux density, u(T, E ~ EucN) 
is the cross section of the downscattering of neutrons with energy 
E in the primary beam on the nuclei of the sample into the 
unit UCN energy interval, n is the mean number per cm3 of the 
sample, and P(EtcN) is the density of localized UCN states. 

Table II gives the values of P(EucN) for several substances 
at corresponding "optimal" temperatures Ts. The final energy 
is 0.525µe V, ( v = lOm/ s ), the UCN energy interval was taken 
as 0.lµeV, the density of samples was taken as one tenth of the 
normal density, and the primary neutron flux had the Maxwellian 
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form if!(E) = <Po· E · exp(-E / En)/ E;,,, with <P = l010n/ cm2 
/ s and 

En given in Table II. The localized UCN density of states is not 
known, so we took it to be equal to the density of states for a 
free neutron. 

Table II. The rate of UCN proquction in the energy interval 
. 0.lµeV at EucN = 0.525µeV. 

Substance 
Ts(K) 
En(meV) 
P(s · cm3 

• 0.lµev)- 1 

Be C(graphite) D2 

98 72 5 
25 25 4 
0.32 0.07 13 

BeO 
130 
30 
0.11 

The present proposal is related to the paper published years 
ago [19] that proposed trapping neutrons in samples with micro
pores. The proposal was made in connection with experiments 
[20] (later proven to be inc~rrect [21]) for observation very long 
( tens of sec) lifetimes of slow neutrons in LiF crystals. The differ
ence between these two variants may be seen in fig.l. The UCN. 
with energies below the boundary energy E0 must be trapped 
according [19] into micropores by tunneling from the thin layer 
(thickness ~ .X ~ lOOA), surronding the pore. Classically, in 
not strongly disordered media particles· with energy E > E0 are 
not trapped by medium. For strongly disordered media, multiple 
coherent scattering at the potential fluctuations may lead to a su
perposition of destructively interfering waves in such a way that 
neutrons may become localized in the energy interval [Ea, E 1]. 

As was mentioned, the theory of localization in its modern state 
is not able to predict the value E 1 or the density of localized 
states in this energy band. 

The crucial question is the density of localized states in eq.(1) · 
which determines possible density of trapped neutrons. In case . 
when the transmission experiments (15] are succesful the pro
posed method of observation of Anderson localization may an
swer this question. 
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Fig.1 a. The UCN with energies below the boundary energy 
Ea must be trapped according (19} into micropores by tunneling 
from thin layers ( thickness ~ .,\ ~ 100 A) surounding the pore. 

b. For highly disordered media, multiple coherent scattering 
at the potential fluctuations may lead to· a superposition of de
structively interfering waves in such a way that the neutron may 
become localized in the energy interval [Ea, E 1]. 
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IToKOTHJIOBCKHii: IO.H. 
K BOnp~cy ~ B03MO)KHOM 3KCnep)tMe1fre 
no tta6rno,ueHIIIO att.uepCOHOBCKOH'.JJOKamiJaUHII ~eihpOHOB · 

· EI4-97-I 16 

06c)')K.!laeic.H B03MCJ)KHl,iH . 3KCilepm.1e1~T. no / 11a6mo.uem11p a11.uepCOHOBCKO,H 
noKaJIH3auHH ueiiTPoHoB. floKanmoBamwe cocTo.litt11e · ~10:lKeT 61,1Tb o6paJoBatto 

. . . . - . . . .. . I . 
B npouecce tteynpyroro(CQ c6pOCOM 3Hep~fo) pacce.HHH.H TellJIO_BMX HJIH XOJlQ.UHhlX 
neihpcmos n CHJihH<;l 11eo.uttopo.u11oil_ cpe.ue c HH3KHM. cetJe1rneM 3axnarn H Heynpyroro· 
·pacce.HHH51. BpeM.H :lKHJHH 3aXBalJeHHhlX: (JIOKaJIH30BaHHh1X) · B cpe,ue· Heii:TpOHOB 
MO:lKeT 61,1T1, H3Mepe110 Mern.um1 perncTpauHH. 11eynpyro-pacce51if111,1x · tteii:Tpouos 
cHcTeMoii: ctJeTtJHKOB, ;OKpY,)l(aiomux 06pa1eu. ITpune.uem1· '!Hcne11u1,ie oueHKH 
B03MO:lKHO·ro 3(pqJCKTa; · . . 

· Pa6orn B1,Jnon11e11a n na6opaTOpirn .11eilTpo1111oiJ · cpH3HKH HM.11.M.cflpauica 
~~ / . . . . .· 

Coo6me;IHe Ofu.e11HHeii11oro lfllCTl!TyTa ~11epHblX HCc.,;eiioerumii: Jly611a; 1997 
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PokotilovskiYu.N:;• . - .. . .. · .. 
On the. Q~estion· of Possible Experimental Obse~vation 
of Anderson L~calization of the Neutron ' ·•·• • 
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A po~sible ex~erimeht is dis~ussed for observ;tion of the Anderson localization 
of· the: neutroll .. The localized state may be formed in the' prdcess of inelasti~ 
downscatteririg ofthermal ,or cold neutrons in a highly disordered.substance \1/Ith low 
neutron capture and Upscattering crn_ss sections: The lifetime of trapped (localized) 
neutrons in the sample is m_e_asured by co~nting the upscattered _neutrons with neutron . 
counter surrounding the sample.' Estimations of experimental ·parameters relevant 
to such an experiment are given. · , · . 

· The1 investigation has been performed at the Fr~hk Laboratory of..Neutron 
Physics, JINR. 
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